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Millennium Development Goals 2025

 Target 2.A:

 Ensure that, by 2015, children everywhere, boys and girls

alike, will be able to complete a full course of primary

schooling [SA – 98+%]

 M&E Tools

 2.1 Net enrolment ratio in primary education

2.2 Proportion of pupils starting grade 1 who reach last

grade of primary

2.3 Literacy rate of 15-24 year-olds, women and men



MDG 2025 - STATS 

• 28 million more children are able to attend school since

1999. But 75 million still miss out on education-34

million boys and 41 million girls.

• More than 90% of children in developing countries are

enrolled in primary schools and 54% attend secondary

school.



MDG 2025 - STATUS

 Despite great strides in many countries, the target is

unlikely to be met.

 But the pace of progress is insufficient to ensure that, by

2015, all girls and boys complete a full course of primary

schooling.

 Drop-out rates in sub-Saharan Africa remain high.

 More than 30 per cent of primary school students drop out

before reaching a final grade.



MDG 2025-WHAT HAS WORKED 

 Abolishing school fees in Burundi, Ethiopia, Ghana,

Kenya, Mozambique, Malawi, Nepal and Tanzania

 Investing in teaching infrastructure and resources in

Ghana, Nepal and Tanzania

 Promoting education for girls in Botswana, Egypt and

Malawi

 Expanding access to remote and rural areas in Bolivia and

Mongolia



MDG 2025 – WHAT IS UN DOING

 Basic Education in Africa Programme,

 advocating for countries to adopt legal frameworks

guaranteeing 8-10 years of uninterrupted basic education

 The World Food Programme (WFP) provides school

meals

 Address problems affecting education in politically

unstable environments



SCHOOLING 2025

 Schooling 2025 is a long term plan for the basic education

sector which will allow for the monitoring of progress

against a set of measurable indicators



SCHOOLING 2025

 Learners who attend school every day and are on time because they
want to come to school, the school is accessible and because they
know that if they miss school when they should not, some action is
taken. These learners understand the importance of doing their
schoolwork, in school and at home, and they know their school will
do everything possible to get them to learn what they should. Much
learning happens through the use of computers and from Grade 3
onwards all learners are computer literate. Part of the reason why
learners want to come to school is that they get to meet friends in an
environment where everyone is respected, they will have a good
meal, they know they can depend on their teachers for advice and
guidance, and they are able to participate in sporting and cultural
activities organised at the school after school hours.



SCHOOLING 2025

 Teachers who have received the training they require, are

continuously improving their capabilities and are

confident in their profession. These teachers understand

the importance of their profession for the development of

the nation and do their utmost to give their learners a good

educational start in life. They are on the whole satisfied

with their jobs because their pay and conditions of service

in general are decent and similar to what one would find

in other professions.



SCHOOLING 2025

 A school principal who ensures that teaching in the

school takes place as it should, according to the national

curriculum, but who also understands his or her role as a

leader whose responsibility is to promote harmony,

creativity and a sound work ethic within the school

community and beyond.



SCHOOLING 2025

 Parents who are well informed about what happens in the

school, and receive regular reports about how well their

children perform against clear standards that are shared by

all schools. These parents know that if something is not

happening as it should in the school, the principal or

someone in the Department will listen to them and take

steps to deal with any problems.



SCHOOLING 2025

 Infrastructure and Resources- Learning and teaching
materials in abundance and of a high quality. The
national Minimum Schoolbag policy, which is widely
understood, describes the minimum quantity and quality
of materials that every learners must have access to.
Computers in the school are an important medium
through which learners and teachers access information.

 School buildings and facilities that are spacious,
functional, safe and well maintained. Learners and
teachers look after their buildings and facilities because
they take pride in their school.



ACTION PLAN TO 2014: TOWARDS THE 

REALISATION OF SCHOOLING 2025

 The plan is important because it tells you what the

government will be doing to make Grades R to 12

schooling better



ACTION PLAN

 Outcome 1: Improved quality of basic education

 Key challenges faced by the Basic Education sector

• Improving quality learning outcomes in schools in terms of improved
learner performance

• Strengthened monitoring of learner performance across the basic education
system

• Improved quality of teaching

• Improved access to and use of quality textbooks

• Improved attendance of learners and retention of learners in grades 9-11

• Improved use of learning and teaching time

• Improved early childhood development (ECD)

• Strengthened management at school and district levels

• Strengthened ‘social contract’ between government, teacher unions, teacher
training institutions, parent and SGB organisations, business and civil
society organisations



DELIVERY AGREEMENT

 On 29 October 2010 Minister Angie Motshekga signed

the Delivery Agreement for Outcome 1: “Improved

quality of basic education” during a ceremony at the

Union Buildings. Government has prioritised the

improvement of the quality of basic education as Outcome

1 of a total of 12 outcomes representing the top priorities

of government



DELIVERY AGREEMENT

 The Delivery Agreement is based on the following four
outputs :

 Output 1: Improve the quality of teaching and learning

 Sub output 1: Improve teacher capacity and practices

 Sub output 2: Increase access to high quality
learning materials

 This output is informed by the pressing need to improve
the quality of teaching and learning. If this happens, not
only will learners know more at the end of each school
year, they are also more likely to remain in school for
longer.



 Output 2: Undertake regular assessment to track progress

 Sub output 1: Establish a world class system of
standardised national assessments

 Sub output 2: Extract key lessons from ongoing
participation in international assessments

 There has been insufficient measurement of the quality of

teaching and learning below Grade 12. It is envisaged that

Annual National Assessments will improve and become a

cornerstone of quality improvements in South Africa's schools,

providing important information on learning and its context to

teachers, parents, district officials and the country as a whole.



 Output 3: Improve early childhood development (ECD)

 Sub- output 1: Universalise access to Grade R

 Sub output 2: Improve the quality of early childhood
development

 Output 3 is based on evidence pointing to the importance
of pre-Grade 1 schooling in improving learning outcomes
throughout primary and secondary schooling. Essentially,
if children are given a good educational foundation early
in life, they find it easier to learn beyond Grade 1. The
task of improving the quality of Grade R and ECD
generally will extend beyond 2014.



 Output 4: Ensure a credible, outcomes-focused planning and

accountability system

 Sub output 1: Strengthen school management and
promote functional schools

 Sub output 2: Strengthen the capacity of district offices

 This outcome emphasises the need to make schooling more

accountable. It is necessary to know where under-performance

occurs and the underlying reasons for this so that timely and

well-targeted interventions can occur. The logic is that neither

poor performance nor outstanding performance should go

unnoticed.



TARGETS/GOALS OF ACTION PLAN

 The Action Plan has 27 goals. Goals 1 to 13 deal with outputs we want to achieve in relation to learning
and enrolments.

 Increase the number of learners in Grade 3 who by the end of the year have mastered the minimum
language and numeracy competencies for Grade 3.

 Increase the number of learners in Grade 6 who by the end of the year have mastered the minimum
language and mathematics competencies for Grade 6.

 Increase the number of learners in Grade 9 who by the end of the year have mastered the minimum
language and mathematics competencies for Grade 9.

 Increase the number of Grade 12 learners who become eligible for a Bachelors programme at a
university.

 Increase the number of Grade 12 learners who pass mathematics.

 Increase the number of Grade 12 learners who pass physical science.

 Improve the average performance in languages of Grade 6 learners.

 Improve the average performance in mathematics of Grade 6 learners.

 Improve the average performance in mathematics of Grade 8 learners.

 Ensure that all children remain effectively enrolled in school up to the year in which they turn 15.

 Improve the access of children to quality early childhood development (ECD) below Grade 1.

 Improve the grade promotion of learners through the Grades 1 to 9 phases of school.

 Improve the access of youth to Further Education and Training I beyond Grade 9.



TARGETS/GOALS OF THE ACTION PLAN

 Goals 14 to 27 deal with the things we must do to achieve our 13 output goals.

 Attract in each year a new group of young, motivated and appropriately trained teachers into the teaching profession.

 Ensure that the availability and utilisation of teachers is such that excessively large classes are avoided.

 Improve the professionalism, teaching skills, subject knowledge and computer literacy of teachers throughout their entire careers.

 Strive for a teacher workforce that is healthy and enjoys a sense of job satisfaction.

 Ensure that learners cover all the topics and skills areas that they should cover within their current school year.

 Ensure that every learner has access to the minimum set of textbooks and workbooks required according to national policy.

 Increase access amongst learners to a wide range of media, including computers, which enrich their education.

 Ensure that the basic annual management processes occur across all schools in the country in a way that contributes towards a functional school

environment.

 Improve parent and community participation in the governance of schools, partly by improving access to important information via the e-

Education strategy.

 Ensure that all schools are funded at least at the minimum per learner levels determined nationally and that funds are utilised transparently and

effectively.

 Ensure that the physical infrastructure and environment of every school inspires learners to want to come to school and learn, and teachers to

teach.

 Use the school as a location to promote access amongst children to the full range of public health and poverty reduction interventions.

 Increase the number of schools which effectively implement the inclusive education policy and have access to centres which offer I specialist

services.

 Improve the frequency and quality of the monitoring and support I services provided by district offices to schools, partly through better use of e-

Education.



PRIORITIES :A

Learner

Teacher & 
Principal

Resources

District & 
Head Office

Infrastructure



THE TARGET - PRINCIPLES

 Getting learner to the school

 Getting learner into the classroom

 Learner staying in school

 Learner staying in classroom

 Assessment & mitigating of barriers

 Assessment & enhancement of enablers



PURPOSE OF SCHOOLING

Family and 
Community

Enabling 
District  and 
Head Office

Enabling school 
environment

Learning and 
teaching



VULNERABLE & ORPHANED CHILDREN

 Street Children

 Between home & school

 Drop-outs and retention

 Children between court & incarceration – places of safety

 LSEN in school (barriers) - inclusivity

 Children – “the poor” – lack of access to FET colleges

(portability) & HEI

 Children – “the poor” – lack of resources, facilities, teachers

 Vulnerable and broken/dysfunctional families – “the poor”

 The girl-child – pregnancy, marriage



ACCESS QUALITY

 Girls to complete primary & secondary
schooling (A)

 School Nutrition Programme (A)

 School Principal (A/Q)

 Teachers (A/Q)

 Learners (A/Q)

 Improved access to and use of quality
textbooks (A/Q)

 Improved attendance of learners and
retention of learners in grades 9-11 (A)

 Improved early childhood development
(ECD) (A/Q)

 Strengthened management at school and
district levels(A/Q)

 Universalise access to Grade R(A)

 Strengthen school management and promote
functional schools(A/Q)

 Strengthen the capacity of district
offices(A/Q)

 School Principal (A/Q)

 Teachers (A/Q)

 Learners (A/Q)

 Improved quality of teaching (Q)

 Improved access to and use of quality
textbooks (A/Q)

 Improved use of learning and teaching time
(Q)

 Improved early childhood development
(ECD) (A/Q)

 Strengthened management at school and
district levels(A/Q

 Improve teacher capacity and practices(Q)

 Improve the quality of early childhood
development(Q)

 Strengthen school management and promote
functional schools(A/Q)

 Strengthen the capacity of district
offices(A/Q)

PRIORITIES :B



PRIORITIES  C

 MGD
 Girls to complete primary & secondary schooling (A)

 School Nutrition Programme (A)

 Schooling 2015
 School Principal (A/Q)

 Teachers (A/Q)

 Learners (A/Q)

 Action Plan 2014
 Improved quality of teaching (Q)

 Improved access to and use of quality textbooks (A/Q)

 Improved attendance of learners and retention of learners in grades 9-11 (A)

 Improved use of learning and teaching time (Q)

 Improved early childhood development (ECD) (A/Q)

 Strengthened management at school and district levels(A/Q)

 Delivery Agreement

 Output 1: Improve the quality of teaching and learning
 Sub output 1: Improve teacher capacity and practices(Q)

 Output 3: Improve early childhood development (ECD)
 Sub- output 1: Universalise access to Grade R(A)

 Sub output 2: Improve the quality of early childhood development(Q)

 Output 4: Ensure a credible, outcomes-focused planning and accountability system
 Sub output 1: Strengthen school management and promote functional schools(A/Q)

 Sub output 2: Strengthen the capacity of district offices(A/Q)



SA SCHOOLING STATS 2009/2010

Public Schools 83.8% of learners

Public HEI 5.9%

Public FET Colleges 3.0%

Independent Schools 2.8%

ECD 1.7%

Public ABET 2.1%

Special Schools 0.7%



SA SCHOOLING STATS 2009/2010

Primary Schools – 14 380 3 851 605 learners

181 805 educators

Secondary schools – 6 305 3 856 946 learners

141 841 educators

Combined/Intermediate – 5 222 2 519 412 learners

89 421 educators



SA SCHOOLING STATS 2009/2010

 14 122 305 learners and students

 32 103 educational institutions

 469 963 educators and lecturers



SA SCHOOLING STATS 2009/2010

G1-7 G8-12 G1-12

Female 96% 88% 92%

Male 99% 82% 92%



SA SCHOOLING STATS 2009/2010

Foundation Phase Gr1-3 30.6% learners

Intermediate Phase Gr4-6 24.9% learners

Senior Phase Gr7-9 23.6% learners

FET Gr10-12 20.5%



SA SCHOOLING STATS 2009/2010

Grade1 -8 -30 000 (learner & population)

Grade 9 -70 000

Grade 10 -30 000

Grade 11 -120 000

Grade 12 -400 000



VOICE OF TEACHER

 Large class size and overcrowding

 The return of remedial and ELSEN classes or a unit in the area

 Overwhelmed by so many changes

 Absence of extrinsic recognition, rewards, incentives

 Poverty

 Apathy amongst parents

 Learner discipline

 Rights of educators being eroded

 Low levels of numeracy and literacy

 Inclusion, decision to mainstream ELSEN learners

 Assessment of/for learning

 Planning-planning-planning

 Diversion from core (learning and teaching) towards support (pastoral
care) function



VOICE OF PRINCIPALS

 Teacher : pupil ratio

 Class size

 Absence of one-on-one quality visits and conversations
between IMG Manager and School Principal

 Meeting with smaller groups…Circuit meeting too big

 Opportunity to add to the agenda of the Circuit meetings

 Regular networking of news in the Circuit

 Perception of parents about quality at school

 Apathy amongst parents

 Decline in intimacy and closeness amongst
colleagues/principals in the Circuit

 Lack of protocol wrt school visits by CA and SNE officials



VOICE OF POLITICIANS

 There is no mass exodus of teachers as reported in the media

 Large number of teachers are demoralized

 Administration overload on teachers distract them from teaching

 He will consider a think-tank to investigate whether these claims are justified

 We need to get teachers to get on with the job of teaching

 Research has indicated that the most important aspect is prepared and competent teacher

 Our education system not good enough

 SADC – we don’t measure up with our peers

 Comparing, the better schools – their results too are not good enough either

 W-Cape – we are satisfied and boastful with averages – if we de-aggregate – results very bad

 Performance across ex-Departments – poor – historical context

 We know Grade 3 & 6 results are shocking

 We must and have to plan for success – we don’t have option in the matter

 “New” economy has changed – we now have a knowledge economy

 Cant afford not to raise the bar – otherwise we remain insignificant at the tip of continent

 I KNOW IT IS MUCH EASIER SAID THAN DONE

 “Back to basic” – do not like the phrase but you get the picture

 What happens in the classroom?

 We need to focus on this with much more vigor

 Teachers are the strategic interface – their job is critical job

 Highly skilled job and nobody appreciates this – teaching with huge challenges

 Accept the challenge and win

 I would like to talk to teachers – the same message

 Most important –their job is very complex and difficult

 Give socio-economic context of some – their job is more difficult

 Teachers – we must accept the challenge

 And we have to win

 As government we need to make sure that schools in poor communities must work

 Not easy – difficult job but we must succeed – we can succeed – together we can make miracles

 Unite around a common purpose



VOICE OF PARENTS

 Principals make their own rules – they don’t comply with
Departmental policy

 Abuse of learners by other learners, educators

 Corporal punishment

 Learner discipline

 Professionalism of educators

 Withholding reports

 Charging administrative fees for admission

 Lack of access to information

 Circuit Manager is always defending the principal.



RESEARCH

 Research has shown that “Effective Districts are

strongly associated with
 Strong instructional leadership from Director and District Team

 Emphasis on learner improvement, learning and teaching

 Establishment of District goals & objectives

 Deliberate selection and appointment of school principals with both

Curriculum and Personal skills

 Monitor school visit and meetings

 Emphasis on professional development

 Systematic use of data

 Tracking school performance.



RESEARCH

 “Schools that Work” operate in their contexts and conducted
their daily practices of teaching and learning, four dynamics
were evident:

• all of the schools were focused on their central tasks of
teaching, learning, and management with a sense of
responsibility, purpose and commitment;

• all of the schools carried out their tasks with competence and
confidence;

• all had organisational cultures or mindsets that supported a
work ethic, expected achievement, and acknowledged success;

• all had strong internal accountability systems in place, which
enabled them to meet the demands of external accountability,
particularly in terms of Senior Certificate achievement.



RESEARCH

 “Foundations for Learning campaign” has established the following non-negotiables as issues that it will
address:

 First, every classroom must have the appropriate resources for effective teaching . A list of basic
resources is contained in the government gazette on this campaign published on 14 March 2008. Each
school must ensure that every teacher has at least the basic minimum resources in the classroom.

 Second, teachers must plan and conduct effective teaching . All teachers are expected to be in their
classes teaching planned lessons during contact teaching time. The timetable must ensure that every
learner in the primary school engages in reading at school for 30 minutes every day, writes a piece of
extended writing appropriate to the grade, engages in mental maths for 10 minutes and written maths for
20 minutes every day.

 Third, District Teacher Forums will be established in all districts and teachers are expected to be a
member of the district forum, or of a school forum, so that ideas, experience and best practice is shared
and teachers can enhance their teaching strategies.

 Fourth, teachers must assess learner performance regularly. Standardized assessments will be provided
by the Department of Education and the results of these assessments must be reported to the district
office from where the results for each school will be sent, via the provincial office, to my office. To assist
teachers to manage the assessment tasks within the continuous assessment framework, my Department
has provided milestones for expected attainment in Numeracy and Literacy per term per grade. Annual
tests based on the quarterly assessments will be provided to all schools.

 Good education relies on the availability of good teachers.



RESEARCH

 Whichever point of departure, the issue of reducing class size
must be considered in terms of the following matters raised by
the debate;

 Affordability

 Availability of resources e.g. educators, classrooms,
equipment, furniture

 Impact on learning and teaching

 Impact on classroom socialization

 Social cohesion

 Educator : learner ratio

 Reduction from 40-45 (poorer schools 50-60) towards what?



CONTEXT OF THE POOR SCHOOL

 Overcrowding – large classes

 Social violence

 Extremely low literacy and numeracy levels

 Teacher : pupil ratio very high

 Diversion from core (learning and teaching) towards support 
(pastoral care) function

 Capacity of management to deal with huge/major challenges 

 Lack of parental interest

 Learner discipline

 Educator discipline and morale

 Drop out of learners

 Corporal punishment

 The discreet absence of the rule-of-law



WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE IN POOR SCHOOLS

 Time-on-task (absenteeism of educators and learners)

 Discipline of educators and learners

 Class size

 Morale of educators

 The educator’s lack of knowledge and conceptual understanding of the curriculum

 Distraction from 196-days per annum core duty

 Making the strategic links between curriculum planning, implementation and monitoring

 Improve literacy and numeracy rate at poorer schools

 Implementation of the FET

 Overload and burden carried by the school principal

 Sustain and maintain above 60% matric pass rate

 Maintain school grounds – and keeping it clean (including the classrooms and toilets)

 Communications within the circuit

 School Development and Improvement Planning

 Alignment of planning between School, Circuit, District Office and Head Office



RESEARCH

 Leadership is hard work

 It is made not born

 It requires attention to detail which is developed over many years

 It helps to have keen intelligence, boundless energy, wide range of interest and
psychological maturity

 Author is wary of charismatic and superficially impressive leaders

 Eight Skills
 Know how to position the business to make money

 Connect what is happening outside of your business to what it means for the business

 Managing the social system – get people to work together more effectively

 Process of judgment, selection and development of leaders

 Mould a team of leaders

 Choose and set the right goals

 Clearly marked priorities

 Best leaders react when forces beyond their control impact on business



RESEARCH

 Most research on staff motivation and enhanced
performance have the following issues in common

 Communication with staff

 Delegation to members of staff

 Development of staff

 Participation of staff

 Recognition of staff

 The irony being that most of us expect but seldom give of
these common issues … my advice to you is to use your
circle of influence to maximize and give to your staff
recognition, delegation, participation, development and
communication.


